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Protector Aerosol 
 
Dasco Protector invisibly protects leather, suede, 
fabric and wool surfaces against penetration of water 
and oil.  It does not affect the breathing properties of 
the material while making it stain resistant.  Ideal for 
protecting shoes, boots, clothing and handbags, 
especially when new.  For al l  colours.  NOT 
SUITABLE FOR SOME SYNTHETIC, PATENT, 
METALLIC AND PEARLISED FINISHES. 
 

Order ref: PR 
 
 

Multi Cleaner 
 
Dasco Multi Cleaner provides cleaning and protection 
for smooth and waxed leathers, suede, nubuck and 
synthetic footwear and accessories. 
 
Provides effective salt stain removal.  For all colours. 

 
Order ref:  CCL 

 

 

Suede and Nubuck Shampoo 
 

Dasco Suede and Nubuck Cleaner is a foam 
shampoo specially formulated for cleaning nubuck 
and fine suede leathers.  Excellent for shoes, 
fashion boots and accessories.  For all colours. 

NOT SUITABLE FOR OILED NUBUCK. 
 

Order ref: SCL 

 

Suede Reviver 
 
Dasco Suede Revive restores the colour of suede and 
nubuck footwear.  It cleans, nourishes and colours 
suede or nubuck to help restore appearance.  Available 
in Black, Dark Brown, Neutral, Navy Blue and Grey. 
 
Order ref:  REV-BLK (Black), REV-DB (Dark Brown), REV-

N (Neutral), REV-NB (Navy Blue) and REV-G (Grey) 

 
 

 

Patent Gloss 
 
Dasco Patent Gloss is a special formulation of 
cleaners and waxes for all types of Patent, Pearlised 
and Metallic, synthetic and genuine leather footwear 
and accessories.  For all colours. 

 
Order ref: PAT 

 

Odour Stop 
 
Dasco Odour Stop immediately eliminates odours 
and prevents them from recurring.  Contains no 
perfume or masking agents.  Suitable for all footwear 
types.  Water based, solvent free, non-toxic and 
environmentally friendly. 
 

Order ref:  OS 
 

 

Waxed Leather Cream 
 
Dasco Waxed Leather Cream has been specially 
formulated to clean, nourish and revive shoes with 
waxy, oiled and natural finishes.  Suitable for waxy 
smooth and waxy nubuck leathers. 
 

Order ref:  WAX 
 

 
  

 

Shoe Cream 
 
Dasco Shoe Cream is a blend of top quality waxes, 
including beeswax.  To clean, nourish and shine 
smooth leathers.  High pigment content helps to 
restore and maintain original colour. Comes in 
glass jar with screw lid. 
 

Available colours:  Black, Neutral, Dark Brown, 
Light Brown, Medium Brown, Navy Blue and 

White. 
 
 

Leather Stretch Aerosol 
 
Dasco Leather Stretch should be sprayed inside the 
shoe where it is tight and either your foot or a shoe 
stretcher must be inserted immediately.  Dasco 
Leather Stretch will soften and expand the leather to 
ease the inside of the shoe for a more comfortable fit.  
For all colours. 

 
Order ref: STR 

 

Wax & Shine Aerosol 
 

Dasco Wax & Shine is specially formulated from 
top quality waxes to clean and shine all smooth, 
aniline and synthetic leather.  It will not stain and 
is suitable for all colours. 

 
Order ref:  WS 

 

 

Delicate Leather Cream 
 
Dasco Delicate Leather Cream has been specially 
formulated to clean and nourish delicate leathers.  
Not suitable for suede.  For all colours. 

 
Order ref:  DEL 

 

 

Dasco Instant Shoe Shine Sponge 
 
With its silicone impregnated sponge, 
Dasco Instant Shoe Shine gives leather 
and vinyl shoes and accessories an 
immediate buffed finish.  Contained with 
its own durable casing, it is ideal for use 
while travelling, in the office or at home.  
Available in Neutral and Black. 

Order ref:  ISS / ISS-B  
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Gel Cushions 

 
Angel Feet “Invisible” Gel Cushions make you feel that 
you are walking on air.  Perfect for all high heels and 
sandals. 
 

Order ref:  BOF 
 

 
Gel Heelgrips (heeliners) 

 
Angel Feet Gel Heeliners are made of lightweight gel 
to provide improved shoe fitting and comfort.  Helps 
prevent shoes from slipping off heels. 
 
Suitable for most sizes and styles of shoes.  One Pair 

Order ref:  DHG 
 
 
 

 
Latex Insoles 

 
Durable latex insole impregnated with 
Sanitized® to help prevent foot odour. 
 

Order ref:  DW3-8 (Ladies) 
and DM6-12 (Mens) 

 
 

 
Dasco Leather Half Insoles 

 
Treated with Sanitized® 
 

Order ref:  DILS (Small), DILM (Medium) and 
DILL (Large) 

 

 
Dasco Leather Insoles 

 
Treated with Sanitized® 
Ladies sizes 3-8 
Mens sizes 6-12 
 

 

Dasco Bootshaper 

 
Dasco 35cm plastic bootshaper with handle.  Holds 
the boot upright to help prevent cracking and 
creasing. An ideal cleaning aid. 

 
Order ref:  DBS 

 

 
 

Nylon Multi-Applicator Suede Brush 
 

Order ref:  SDC 

 
Applicator Bristle Brush (Black or Grey) 

 
Order ref:  PABB or PABG 

 
 

 
Large Horsehair Brush (Black or Grey) 

 
Order ref:  SBPB or SBPG 

 
 

 
Small Horsehair Brush (Black or Grey) 

 
Order ref:  SBHB or SBHG 

 
 

 
Tortoiseshell Shoe Tree with spiral 

spring 
Sizes 6-8 and 9-11 

 
Order ref:  DST6-8; DST9-11 

 
 

 
Hardwood Shoe Tree with spiral 

spring 
Size39-41 Medium (6-8) 
Size 42-44 Large (9-11) 

Size 45-46 X-large (11-12) 
Order ref:  ST39-41; ST42-44; T45-

46 
 
 
 
 
 
Premium Polishing cloth 

 
Order ref:  FLAN 

 
 
 
 

 
Shoe Fitting Socks are hygienic and 

disposable. 
Designed for trying on shoes in store. 

 
144 ankle length socks (72 pairs).  Universal 
size. 
 

Order ref:  TOS 
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